NEH, NEA, and IMLS support for Kansas Museums (2014–2016)

- **$9,000**
  - 7 NEH grants to Kansas museums

- **$774,000**
  - 8 IMLS grants to Kansas museums

- **$2 million**
  - NEH funds to Kansas Humanities Council*

- **$70,000**
  - 2 NEA grants to Kansas museums

- **$468,000**
  - NEA funds to Kansas Creative Arts Industries Commission*

Prepared by the American Alliance of Museums based on data from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) Office of Museum Services, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).

*Funds to state humanities councils and state arts agencies are re-granted on the local level to many organizations, including museums.